Dear Colleagues and Friends,

The fall season tested many of us as we juggle work, family, and self-care in the midst of a global pandemic, a polarizing election, and systemic racial injustice.

Despite the challenges, I am heartened by the enduring spirit of our community. We have seen students supporting one another, faculty taking a stand against racial injustice, and creative problem-solving in finding ways to stay connected to one another.

I invite you to explore the topics below and please reach out with any questions.

- Research Updates
- News and Highlights
- Upcoming Events
- We're Social!

Stay healthy, safe, and engaged.

Sincerely,

Michael A. Yassa Ph.D.
Director, Center for the Neurobiology of Learning and Memory

---

Research Updates

- **CNLM Fellows Marcelo Wood and Gary Lynch Awarded New Grant to Help Study Drug Addiction's Effect on the Brain**

  Read More

- **CNLM Fellows Collaborate with Researchers Across Campus and Awarded $100 Million in NIH Funding to Examine Biomarkers of Alzheimer’s Disease in Adults with Down Syndrome**

  Read More
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Upcoming Events
- January 12, 2021
  - 11:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. Colloquium with Staci D. Bilbo, Ph.D.
  - Join the CNLM in this virtual colloquium where Dr. Staci D. Bilbo, from Duke University, will be presenting her research on brain science.

- February 9, 2021
  - 11:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. Colloquium with Beth Stevens, Ph.D.
  - The CNLM will host Dr. Beth Stevens, Associate Professor of Neurology at Harvard University, for a virtual colloquium where she will present her latest research.

We’re Social!
- CNLM 2020/21 Virtual Colloquium Series Line-Up Announced
- NeuroScholars Support One Another in Shift to Remote Learning
- Cognitive Decline Distorts Political Choices, UCI-led Study Says
- Fall 2020 New CNLM Fellows Announced
- Does ‘Brain Training’ Actually Work?
- CNLM Director Michael A. Yassa Will Serve as the First Associate Dean of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion for the School of Biological Sciences
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